The vast majority of the world's poorest households depend on farming for their livelihood. In the past their earnings were often depressed by their own country's policies which had pro-urban and antiagricultural and anti-trade biases. While progress has been made over the past two decades by numerous developing countries in reducing those policy biases, many welfare-and trade-reducing price distortions remain intersectorally as well as within the agricultural sector of low-income countries.
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Stage 2 Working Papers
These working papers are designed to promptly disseminate the preliminary findings of work in progress, in order to receive comments before they are finalized. The views expressed are the authors' alone and not necessarily those of the World Bank and its Executive Directors, nor the countries they represent, nor of the institutions (most notably Dutch and British Trust Funds) that are helping to finance this research project. Final versions of these papers appear in the following books (hard copies of the first of them can be ordered by clicking here):
A Report-Builder Interface for the Agricultural Distortions data to 2007 is available at the Centre for International Economic Studies, University of Adelaide, Australia. Feedback on both the core database and the report builder should be directed to ernesto.valenzuela@monash.edu
The World Bank's research project on "Distortions to Agricultural Incentives" has produced a core database of Nominal Rates of Assistance to producers, or NRAs, together with a set of Consumer Tax Equivalents, or CTEs, for farm products and a set of Relative Rates of Assistance to farmers in 75 focus countries (since expanded to 82, listed here). This page provides details of that core database. Since its NRAs and CTEs are the key source for a supplementary database of partial equilibrium indicators of trade and welfare reductions due to government interventions in agricultural markets, this page also provides details of that supplementary database, which can be accessed by clicking here.
The vast majority of the world's poorest households depend on farming for their livelihood. In the past their earnings were often depressed by pro-urban and antiagricultural biases of their own country's policies. While progress has been made over the past two decades by numerous developing countries in reducing those policy biases, many trade-reducing price distortions remain intersectorally as well as within the agricultural sector of low-, middle-and high-income countries.
This project, in seeking to understand the extent, effects of and reasons behind that transformation, began by compiling new estimates of price distortions over the past half century. National country studies were undertaken in more than 50 countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Europe's transition economies. They were supplemented with similar estimates and analytical narratives of policy trends in 20 high-income countries. Together those countries account for more than 90 percent of the value of global agricultural output. Working Paper versions of the national studies, and the associated national spreadsheets that were drawn on to generate the core global dataset, can be assessed by clicking here.
The core database provides nominal rates of assistance estimates for the main individual commodities that together account for about 70 percent of the value of farm production in those countries, as well as guesstimates of the NRA for the 30 percent of farm production not covered. Also estimated is the NRA for non-agricultural tradables so as to compute a relative rate of assistance. Consumer tax equivalents are also provided for the covered products in each focus country, along with value of production and consumption at undistorted prices and of trade for each covered product and for non-covered farm products. The working paper #wps4612, listed above, serves as the "methodology paper" for this first database.
The core database files contain, among others, the following variables for each focus country or for regional aggregates of focus countries:
• Nominal rates of assistance (NRA), by individual covered farm product and by policy instrument • Nominal rate of assistance for all agricultural tradables (incl. non-covered products) • Nominal rate of assistance for all non-agricultural tradables The supplementary database on trade and welfare reduction indexes provides estimates of welfare and trade reduction indexes for each of the 75 countries (since expanded to 82, listed here). The working paper #wps4864, listed above, serves as the "methodology paper" for this second database. That supplementary database, which can be accessed by clicking here, contains the following variables for each focus country or for regional aggregates of focus countries:
• Trade reduction indexes (TRI) by country, all covered tradable products and some subsets • Welfare reduction indexes (WRI) by country, all covered tradable products and some subsets • Commodity contributions to the country-specific WRI • Commodity-specific global trade reduction indexes • Commodity-specific global welfare reduction indexes eBooks These e-books are freely provided to help ensure prompt dissemination of World Bank research outputs. The views expressed are the authors' alone and not necessarily those of the World Bank and its Executive Directors, nor the countries they represent, nor of the institutions (most notably Dutch and British Trust Funds) that are helping to finance this research project. Hard-copy versions of these books can be ordered by clicking here.
